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Abstract. The edit distance between strings A and B is defined as the min-
imum number of edit operations needed in converting A into B or vice versa.
Typically the allowed edit operations are one or more of the following: an inser-
tion, a deletion or a substitution of a character, or a transposition between two
adjacent characters. Simple edit distance allows the first two operation types,
Levenshtein edit distance the first three, and Damerau distance all four. There
exist very efficient O(⌈m/w⌉n) bit-parallel algorithms for computing each of
these three distances, where m is the length of A, n is the length of B, and
w is the computed word size. In this paper we discuss augmenting the bit-
parallel algorithms to recover an optimal alignment between A and B. Such
an alignment depicts how to transform A into B by using ed(A,B) operations,
where ed(A,B) is the used edit distance (one of the three mentioned above).
Previously Iliopoulos and Pinzon have given such an algorithm for the longest
common subsequence, which in effect corresponds to the simple edit distance.
We propose a simpler method, which is faster and also more general in that our
method can be used with any of the above three distances.

Keywords: Longest common subsequence, Levenshtein edit distance, Dam-
erau edit distance, bit-parallelism, edit script, alignment

1 Introduction

Edit distance is a classic measure of similarity between two strings. It is generally de-
fined as the minimum number of edit operations that are needed in order to transform
one of the strings into the other. There are different types of distances depending on
what kind of operations are allowed. Two common and widely studied distances are
simple edit distance and Levenshtein edit distance [Lev66]. The simple edit distance
permits a single edit operation to insert or delete a character. In addition to these
two, Levenshtein distance allows also the operation of substituting a character with
another. Damerau distance [Dam64], which is mainly used in spelling correction,
extends the Levenshtein distance by allowing a fourth operation of transposing two
adjacent characters. The simple edit distance is often used indirectly in its dual form
of computing the length of the longest common subsequence between the two strings.
Fig. 1 shows an example of these edit distances.

Throughout this paper we will use the following notation. Ai is the ith character
of a string A, and Ai..j is the substring of A that begins from its ith character and
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a) D: gold → god b) D: gold → god c) T: gold → glod
I: god → glod I: god → glod S: glod → glow
D: glod → glo S: glod → glow
I: glo → glow

Figure 1: An example of editing the string A = “gold” into the string B = “glow”.
Figure a) uses only insertions (I) and deletions (D), as permitted by the simple edit
distance. Figure b) corresponds to Levenshtein edit distance and uses also a substitu-
tion (S). Figure c) corresponds to Damerau distance that permits also the operation
of transposing two adjacent characters (T).

ends at its jth character. If i > j, we define Ai..j to denote the empty string ǫ. String
C is a subsequence of A if A can be transformed into C by deleting zero or more
characters from A.

The two compared strings will be denoted by A and B. We will denote the
length of A by m and the length of B by n. The edit distance between A and B is
denoted by ed(A, B). We distinguish between different types of edit distance by using
a subscript: We refer to the simple edit distance, Levenshtein distance and Damerau
distance between A and B as edS(A, B), edL(A, B) and edD(A, B), respectively. The
length of the longest common subsequence between A and B is LLCS(A, B).

The classic and very flexible solution for computing various edit distances is based
on dynamic programming. The three distances we discuss can be computed in O(mn)
time by filling an (m+1)× (n+1) dynamic programming matrix. Depending on the
particular distance, several enhancements over the basic scheme have been proposed.
We refer the reader to for example [Nav01, Gus97, BHR00] for an overview on the
various algorithms for the different distances. For our purposes it is sufficient to
mention that the O(⌈m/w⌉n) bit-parallel algorithms [AD86, Mye99, CIPR01, Hyy03,
Hyy04], where w is the computer word size, are typically very practical choices at
least when the alphabet size is moderate (e.g. ASCII character set). These algorithms
encode the differences between adjacent cells in the dynamic programming matrix into
computer words of length w by using a constant number of bits per cell, and are then
able to compute all values within a single word in parallel.

In this paper we consider the case of editing A into B. There are one or more
minimal edit scripts that correspond to the value ed(A, B). A minimal edit script
describes a set of ed(A, B) operations which transform A into B. There are applica-
tions, such as file comparison, where this information is essential. An edit script can
be recovered from the dynamic programming matrix once it has been filled.

One common way to describe an edit script is to show the corresponding align-
ment for A and B. In this paper we discuss a simple scheme to efficiently recover an
optimal alignment after the difference-encoded counterpart of the dynamic program-
ming matrix has been computed by a bit-parallel algorithm. Previously Iliopoulos
and Pinzon [IP02] have proposed this type of a method for recovering a longest com-
mon subsequence for A and B. There is a close relationship between LLCS(A, B)
and edS(A, B): edS(A, B) = m + n− 2× LLCS(A, B). The longest common subse-
quence gives effectively the same information as an optimal alignment for edS(A, B).
But the method of Iliopoulos and Pinzon is unnecessarily complicated and specifically
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designed for LLCS(A, B) (or edS(A, B)). Our scheme is simpler, can be used with
any of the three discussed edit distances, and we also verify experimentally that it is
considerably faster than the method of Iliopoulos and Pinzon.

2 Dynamic programming

The dynamic programming methods fill an (m + 1)× (n + 1) dynamic programming
matrix D, in which each cell D[i, j] will eventually hold the value ed(A1..i, B1..j).
As a specific example we will review the basic dynamic programming solution for
Levenshtein edit distance. The other two distances are computed in a very similar
manner.

The first step is to fill trivially known boundary values. Since all three dis-
tances permit insertions and deletions, they share the same boundary values D[0, j] =
ed(A1..0, B1..j) = ed(ǫ, B1..j) = j and D[i, 0] = ed(A1..i, B1..0) = ed(A1..i, ǫ) = i. The
remaining cells of D are then computed by using an appropriate recurrence. The
complete recurrence for Levenshtein distance is as follows.

D[i, 0] = i, for i ∈ 0 . . .m.
D[0, j] = j, for j ∈ 0 . . . n.
When 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

D[i, j] =

{

D[i− 1, j − 1], if Ai = Bj.
1 + min(D[i− 1, j], D[i, j − 1], D[i− 1, j − 1]), otherwise.

Here the three options in the minimum clause correspond to deleting Ai, inserting Bj

after Ai, or substituting Ai with Bj , respectively.
A common way of computing the cells is to proceed in a columnwise manner. First

the cells D[1, 1], D[2, 1], . . .D[m, 1], then the cells D[1, 2], D[2, 2], . . .D[m, 2], and so
on until column n. Finally the desired edit distance is ed(A, B) = D[m, n].

When matrix D has been filled, a sequence of ed(A, B) edit operations that trans-
forms A into B can be recovered by backtracking from the cell D[m, n] towards the
cell D[0, 0]. At each step we move from D[i, j] into D[i − 1, j], D[i − 1, j − 1] or
D[i, j − 1], the only restriction being that the consecutively visited cell values have
to correspond to a minimal choice made in the recurrence. The corresponding edit
operations can then be recorded along the way until the cell D[0, 0] is reached.

Computing LLCS(A, B) can be done in similar manner. Let L be the corre-
sponding (m + 1) × (n + 1) dynamic programming matrix. The condition L[i, j] =
LLCS(A1..i, B1..j) will hold after L has been filled according to the following recur-
rence.

L[i, 0] = 0, for i ∈ 0 . . .m.
L[0, j] = 0, for j ∈ 0 . . . n.
When 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

L[i, j] =

{

L[i− 1, j − 1] + 1, if Ai = Bj .
1 + max(L[i− 1, j], L[i, j − 1]), otherwise.

Instead of explicitly enumerating the operations of an edit script, similar information
can be given in the form of an alignment between A and B. An alignment shows the
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strings A and B on two rows in such manner, that each others counterpart characters
in A and B are placed into the same horizontal position (the same column). In case of
inserting or deleting, one of the counterparts is an empty space. In case of a substitu-
tion, the counterpart is the substituted character. In case of a transposition between
two adjacent characters, the two pairs are shown above each other. And obviously,
characters that are matched in the edit sequence are each others counterparts. Fig.
2 shows an example.

s u r g e r y

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
s 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
u 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5
r 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4
v 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4
e 5 4 3 2 2 1 2 3
y 6 5 4 3 3 2 2 2

s u r v e y

| |
s u r g e r y

Figure 2: On the left: The dynamic programming matrix D for computing Leven-
shtein edit distance between the strings A = “survey” and B = “surgery”. The cells
that are traversed during a backtrack from D[6, 7] into D[0, 0] are shown in bold.
It goes as follows: D[6, 7] → D[5, 6]: match A6 = B7. D[5, 6] → D[5, 5]: insert
B6. D[5, 5] → D[4, 4]: match A5 = B5. D[4, 4] → D[3, 3]: substitute A4 with B4.
D[3, 3]→ D[2, 2]→ D[1, 1]→ D[0, 0]: match A1..3 = B1..3. On the right: an optimal
alignment that corresponds to the shown edit script trace in D. The inserted ‘r’ has
a space as its counterpart.

3 Bit-parallel algorithms

In general, bit-parallel algorithms are based on exploiting the fact that computers
process information in chunks of w bits, where w is the computer word size. If
one can encode several data items into a single length-w bit-vector, then it may be
possible to manipulate several items in parallel during a single computer operation.
Of course the feasibility of this scheme depends highly on the type of the information
and the operations one wishes to perform on them. The three types of edit distance
that we discuss have turned out to be very suitable for bit-parallel computation.
The bit-parallel algorithms for them reach the highest possible level of parallelism,
manipulating w items at once.

In this paper we use the following notation in describing bit-operations: ‘&’ de-
notes bitwise “AND”, ‘|’ denotes bitwise “OR”, ‘∧’ denotes bitwise “XOR”, ‘∼’ de-
notes bit complementation, and ‘<<’ and ‘>>’ denote shifting the bit-vector left and
right, respectively, using zero filling in both directions. The ith bit of the bit vector V
is referred to as V [i] and bit-positions are assumed to grow from right to left. In ad-
dition we use a superscript to denote bit-repetition. As an example let V = 1001110
be a bit vector. Then V [1] = V [5] = V [6] = 0, V [2] = V [3] = V [4] = V [7] = 1, and
we could also write V = 102130.
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The bit-parallel algorithms we build upon rely on the adjacency properties of
D or L. It is known that two adjacent cells in a column or a row differ by at
most 1. That is, the conditions D[i − 1, j] − 1 ≤ D[i, j] ≤ D[i − 1, j] + 1 and
D[i, j−1]−1 ≤ D[i, j] ≤ D[i, j−1]+1 hold. In L the condition is stricter: the values
never decrease along a column or a row, and so L[i − 1, j] ≤ L[i, j] ≤ L[i − 1, j] + 1
and L[i, j − 1] ≤ L[i, j] ≤ L[i, j − 1] + 1. These rules allow us to encode the values in
each column of D by the following length-m bit-vectors:

The vertical positive delta vector V Pj:
V Pj [i] = 1 if and only if D[i, j]−D[i− 1, j] = 1.

The vertical negative delta vector V Nj:
V Nj [i] = 1 if and only if D[i, j]−D[i− 1, j] = −1.

Now D[i, j] = D[0, j] +
∑i

k=1
(V Pj[k]−V Nj [k]) if we interpret a set bit as +1 and an

unset bit as 0.
In case of the simple edit distance edS(A, B), only the vector V Pj is needed if one

computes LLCS(A, B) instead and defines V Pj to encode differences in L instead of
D.

In general we need O(⌈m/w⌉) bit-vectors of length w in order to represent a
length-m bit-vector. When each length-w segment of the bit-vectors can be com-
puted in constant time, the overall running time for computing the vertical delta
vectors for j = 1 . . . n is O(⌈m/w⌉n). Among the discussed edit distances, the first
O(⌈m/w⌉n) bit-parallel algorithm was given by Allison and Dix [AD86] for computing
LLCS(A, B). Later Myers [Mye99] presented an O(⌈m/w⌉n) algorithm for approxi-
mate string matching under Levenshtein edit distance. That algorithm can be easily
modified for computing edit distance [HN02], and a way to modify it for Damerau
distance was presented in [Hyy03]. Crochemore et al. [CIPR01] and Hyyrö [Hyy04]
have given alternative O(⌈m/w⌉n) algorithms for computing LLCS(A, B).

We will not go into details of the bit-parallel algorithms themselves. For this paper
the relevant thing is that we may assume that all vectors V Pj and V Nj for D (or V Pj

for L) may be computed in O(⌈m/w⌉n) time. We concentrate on the post-processing
step of recovering an alignment once these vectors are known for j = 1 . . . n.

4 Tracing a script

In case of the whole matrix D, recovering an alignment is simple since the backtracking
procedure can directly check the values in the neighboring cells. But this is slightly
more complicated if we assume only the existence of the vertical delta vectors V Pj

and V Nj. The method of Iliopoulos and Pinzon [IP02] resorted to computing also
horizontal differences to overcome this difficulty, although the algorithm in itself did
not directly correspond to a backtracking procedure. We now note some rules that
enable backtracking in D when only the vertical deltas are known.

Let us begin by considering the longest common subsequence computation. As-
sume that the backtracking procedure in matrix L is in the cell L[i, j]. From the
recurrence of L we know that we can move vertically to the cell L[i− 1, j] if and only
if L[i, j] = L[i− 1, j] (or V Pj [i] = 0). This poses no problems. Therefore let the first
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phase of the backtracking involve going vertically towards row 0 as long as possible,
that is, as long as the corresponding bits in the vector V Pj are not set. Once we
cannot move vertically, we are either at row 0 or the condition L[i− 1, j] = L[i, j]− 1
holds. In the first case we are done, as the remaining steps must go directly along row
0 to L[0, 0]. In the latter case we know that L[i− 1, j − 1] ≤ L[i− 1, j] = L[i, j]− 1.
Consider now having the equality L[i − 1, j − 1] = L[i, j − 1] at row i in column
j − 1. Since the adjacency property states that L[i, j − 1] ≥ L[i, j]− 1, we then have
L[i − 1, j − 1] = L[i, j − 1] = L[i, j] − 1, and the only possible source for the value
L[i, j] is a match Ai = Bj . On the other hand, if L[i− 1, j− 1] = L[i, j − 1]− 1, then
either L[i, j− 1] = L[i− 1, j] + 1 = L[i, j] or L[i, j− 1] = L[i− 1, j] = L[i, j]− 1. The
latter case would also have the value L[i − 1, j − 1] = L[i, j] − 2, which contradicts
with the recurrence for L as there is no possible source for the value L[i, j]. Thus the
former case L[i, j − 1] = L[i − 1, j] + 1 = L[i, j] holds and we can move horizontally
to the cell L[i, j − 1].

Now we have the following rule for cell L[i, j]:

V Pj[i] = 0: Move to the cell L[i − 1, j], and record that the counterpart of Ai is a
space.

V Pj[i] = 1: Move to column j − 1 and check the value V Pj−1[i]. If it is 1, then go to
the cell L[i, j − 1] and record that the counterpart of Bj is a space. Otherwise
go to the cell L[i − 1, j − 1] and record that the counterpart of Ai is Bj (and
they match).

Let us now consider Levenshtein or Damerau distances in similar manner. If
the backtracking is in cell D[i, j], we can go to the cell D[i − 1, j] if and only if
V Pj[i] = 1. If V Pj[i] = 0, let us consider when the only choice for the backtracking
is to move into D[i, j− 1]. That happens only if we have D[i, j − 1] = D[i, j]− 1 and
D[i, j] = D[i−1, j−1]. But in this case we must have D[i, j−1] = D[i−1, j−1]−1,
a condition we can check from V Nj−1[i]. This gives the following backtracking rule
for cell D[i, j] for Levenshtein and Damerau distances.

V Pj[i] = 1: Move to the cell D[i − 1, j], and record that the counterpart of Ai is a
space.

V Pj[i] = 0: Move to column j− 1 and check the value V Nj−1[i]. If it is 1, then go to
the cell D[i, j − 1] and record that the counterpart of Bj is a space. Otherwise
go to the cell D[i− 1, j− 1] and record that the counterpart of Ai is Bj (it may
be a match, a substitution, or a part of a transposed character-pair).

These rules for the two distances are inherently similar and enable composing a
single procedure for backtracking that works with all three distances. One just needs
to feed the checked vectors as parameters, possibly in negated form. Fig. 3 shows
the pseudocode for this kind of a general scheme. The shown pseudocode operates
on bit-vectors of length m.

Our basic backtracking procedure takes O(m+n) time. If implemented exactly as
originally described in [IP02], the method of Iliopoulos and Pinzon takes O(⌈m/w⌉n)
time in the post-processing stage. But a simple modification of concentrating only
on the currently processed length-w part of the matrix column enables us to imple-
ment it in O(⌈m/w⌉+ n) time. Also our backtracking method can be modified in a
corresponding way to have the running time O(⌈m/w⌉+ n).
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RecoverAlignment(delta1, delta2)
1. i← m, j ← n
2. While i > 0 and j > 0 Do

3. If the bit delta1j [i] is set Then

4. Output the pair (Ai, ‘ ’)
5. i← i− 1
6. Else

7. If the bit delta2j−1[i] is set Then

8. Output the pair (‘ ’, Bj)
9. Else

10. Output the pair (Ai, Bj)
11. i← i− 1
12. j ← j − 1
13. While i > 0 Do

14. Output the pair (Ai, ‘ ’)
15. i← i− 1
16. While j > 0 Do

17. Output the pair (‘ ’, Bj)
18. j ← j − 1

Figure 3: The general scheme for recovering an alignment from the vertical delta
vectors. In the case of matrix L for LLCS(A, B), the corresponding alignment is
recovered by executing RecoverAlignment(∼ V P , V P ). In the case of matrix D,
one should execute RecoverAlignment(V P , V N).
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5 Test results

We implemented the backtracking procedure and tested it in the case of L matrix of
longest common subsequence computation. This choice was made so that we could
compare its performance against the method of Iliopoulos and Pinzon. Both tested
methods were implemented by us. Instead of the original O(⌈m/w⌉n) post-processing
phase, we used a more efficient O(⌈m/w⌉ + n) scheme in the method of Iliopoulos
and Pinzon. Our method used the basic O(m + n) backtracking scheme. Despite the
fact that backtracking is a rather low-cost procedure in comparison to the cost of first
computing the vertical delta vectors, we chose to measure overall execution time that
includes both computing the vectors and backtracking in them. The tested strings
were randomly generated, and we used alphabet sizes 4 and 25. The computer was a
1.3 Ghz Intel Pentium M with 256 MB RAM and Windows XP operating system, and
the code was compiled with MS Visual C++ 6.0 with full optimization options. The
number of repetitions varied depending on the case in order to get feasible timings.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. The numbers show the percentage of the run time of
the method of Iliopoulos and Pinzon (IP) when compared to our scheme. Even though
the backtracking should have a very low cost in comparison to the computation of
the vectors, using our method instead has a noticeable impact even for a relatively
high m, n.

n = m 30 50 100 300 500 1000 3000 5000
IP(σ = 4) 195 155 145 114 111 106 103 103
IP(σ = 25) 211 160 156 117 114 106 102 101

Figure 4: The results for the method of Iliopoulos and Pinzon as a percentage of the
run time of our method. We tested with alphabet sizes σ = 4 and σ = 25.

6 Conclusion

Bit-parallel algorithms are in many cases the most efficient choice in practice for com-
puting the simple, Levenshtein or Damerau distance, or for computing the length of
the longest common subsequence. In this paper we proposed and evaluated a simple
and uniform way to recover an optimal alignment for the compared strings after a
bit-parallel algorithm has computed all vertical delta vectors of the corresponding
dynamic programming matrix. We found that our method is more efficient than the
previous method proposed by Iliopoulos and Pinzon [IP02]. Our method has also
the benefit that the same scheme works with all three distances we discussed. The
discussed methods for retrieving an alignment need O(⌈m/w⌉n) space for storing
the vertical delta vectors for j = 1 . . . n. Thus if A and/or B are long, the space
requirements may become too large. In such cases one should use for example the
divide-and-conquer scheme proposed by Hirschberg [Hir78] that requires only lin-
ear space. In [CIP01] Crochemore, Iliopoulos and Pinzon discussed combining that
scheme with bit-parallel LLCS(A, B) computation.
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